
Cast List Ages Description Audition Piece

Frank Foster 40-50 Managing Director -
Wealthy(bit superior about it)
but has the air of one who is
more well off than actually
is(think Basil Fawlty) Owns the
company the men work for,
business minded. Hopeless
Romantic but oblivious to
personal relationships( ie
wifes affair).

With Fiona -
P6 (half way
down page)up
to half way
down p7
With Mary -
P110 (bottom)
to P111

Fiona Foster 35-45 House wife - elegant, lady who
lunches, tries to keep up
appearances, is a little
arrogant in her demeanour. Is
having an affair with Bob and
anxious about getting caught.

With Frank -
P6 (half way
down page) to
P7 (half way
down)
With Bob -
P25-26 (panel
read in)

Bob Phillips 30-40 Business man, likes a drink
and is selfish. Is having an
affair with Fiona but likely not
his only affair. Has a stormy
relationship with his wife
-Teresa. Finds himself in
awkward situations of his own
making.

With Teresa -
P16-17
With Mary -
P81-84

Teresa
Philips

25-40 Unkempt, Mother of a young
child ( with no help from Bob).
Lots of priorities none of which
are housework - ie Messy.
Independant, strong willed...
aware of Bob's infidelities.

With Bob -
P16 - 17
With William
P72 - 73



William
Featherstone

25-35 Junior Executive - naive, well
intentioned and unaware of
the relationship chaos around
him. Mentored by Frank for
promotion as a result accepts
mistreatment by others as he
is ambitious for promotion.
However this changes in the
course of the play. Bit
nerdy/people pleaser.

With Mary -
P47-48
With Teresa
P72 - 73

Mary
Featherstone

20-30 Nervous, conscious of
Williams aspirations for
promotions and eager to do all
to help him achieve it. dowdy
and skittish (Bob calls her
Mary the Mouse) Innocent and
becomes entangled in all the
confusion.

With Frank -
P110 (bottom)
to P111
With William
- P47 - 48
With Bob -
P81-84


